CITIZEN ANALOG QUARTZ
• INSUTRUCTION MANUAL
Calibers No.1030, 6038
CTZ-P6900

SETTING THE TIME

Hands Type

[Setting the time]
1. Stop the second hand at the 0 second position by pulling out the crown.
2. Turn the crown to set the time.
3. After setting the time, firmly push the crown back in to its normal position.

Disc Type

[Setting the time]
1. Pull out the crown to the time setting position.
2. Turn the crown so that the correct time falls directly beneath the time reading line.
3. Securely return the crown to the normal position.

Reading Hours

Type in which hours are read from a number scale.

The time displayed above is exactly 12:00. (The manner in which hours are read differs depending on the type of watch. Refer to the above illustrations after checking the type of watch you have.)

The number range or scale shown directly beneath the time reading line written on the glass indicates the current time. Read hours from the hour disc and minutes from the minute disc.

Since the second disc does not contain a scale seconds cannot be read exactly.

SPECIAL HANDLING INSTRUCTION

1. Water-resistant
Check the chart to determine the water resistant properties of this watch.
   - Always set the crown in the normal position.
   - Do not operate the crown when the watch is wet.
   - Tighten screw-lock crown completely. (Screw-lock type crown)

2. Avoid extreme temperature
3. Avoid strong shocks
4. Avoid strong magnetic fields
5. Avoid chemicals and gases
   - Avoid wearing your watch in the presence of chemicals and gases.

2. Avoid extreme temperature
3. Avoid strong shocks
4. Avoid strong magnetic fields
5. Avoid chemicals and gases
   - Avoid wearing your watch in the presence of chemicals and gases.

SPECIFICATION

Operation temperature range : -10°C to +60°C /14°F to 140°F
Time accuracy : Within ±20 seconds per month at normal temperature (5°C to 35°C /41°F to 95°F )
Battery life : Approx. 3 years (after a new battery is installed)

* Specifications are subject to change without notice.